
architectural requirements. Cut-outs for lights, sprinklers, 

grilles and registers can be integrated into panel construction 

to save ceiling space and improve aesthetics. Other options 

include panels hidden within structural building supports, 

smooth faced aluminum or heavy duty steel vandal resistant 

security panels, or curved panels.

Light Shelf

The Price Light Shelf Radiant Panels are designed to reflect 

lighting deeper into a space, while offering the same energy 

efficient benefits of other radiant panels. Light Shelf Radiant 

Panels can be installed directly onto window mullions for a 

seamless look, or combined with other options such as a 

bullnose profile, to achieve a unique design. The top cover  

can also include an active radiant top to increase the energy 

capacity and surface area of the panel. A Price Light Shelf 

Radiant Panel can be designed to fit your needs and space 

requirements.

Expanded Portfolio of Price Radiant Panel Products

Price radiant panels are an excellent way to provide 

improved thermal comfort and energy efficiency while 

adding to the architectural appeal of a space. The radiant 

panel offering from Price has grown exponentially to include 

new mounting and finish options. Wall mount, free hanging 

and surface mounting options allow panels to be integrated 

into the room in a variety of ways. Along with a selection 

of finish options such as smooth extruded, perforated and 

the opportunity to choose your own profile, Price makes it 

easier to align a radiant solution with the architect’s vision for 

the space.

Custom Linear Radiant Panels

Custom Linear Radiant Panels are the heart of the Price 

panels offering. Composed of extruded aluminum heat sinks 

that provide exceptionally high heat transfer, linear panels 

are available in virtually any width and length up to 16 feet, 

and can be customized in a variety of ways to suit specific 
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The Radiant Panels & Chilled Sails Architectural Portfolio is 

now available. This image rich product portfolio captures the 

architectural inspiration of unique projects, and showcases 

various application options. Visit the literature page on  

price-hvac.com to download your free copy.

Radiant Panels & Chilled Sails 
Architectural Portfolio

Radiant panels & chilled sails improve 

thermal comfort while providing energy  

efficiency and contributing to  

LEED designation.

Visit price-hvac.com/sustainable 
for more information.
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